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■ POSTAL HISTORY

■  COINS

■  AUTOGRAPHS

■  WORLD STAMPS

■  BANKNOTES

■  POSTCARDS

■  & LOTS MORE!

Over 75 new 
products inside 
including:

A WORLD OF COLLECTING INSIDE
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PM042K  £2000

Dear Collector,

Included in this edition is a brilliant new range of official 
Marvel products which would make great presents for 
young collectors. Other new products inside include 
Falklands War 40th anniversary coin sets, Gibraltar 
currency and a good range of worldwide banknotes. Our 
previous features of GB 50p & £2 coins, WWII stamp sets & 

coins from the Falklands have always proved popular so 
we have expanded our range available.

Happy Collecting,

Craig Buggins
August 2022

BUCKINGHAM COVERS

A WORD FROM 

CRAIG “a new range of official Marvel 
products which would make 

great presents”

WINSTON CHURCHILL

Churchill signed letter dated 
19th August 1908 on Board 
of Trade headed paper to 

Arthur Cohen, a barrister and 
diplomatic counsel who had 

been appointed Chairman 
of the Royal Commission on 

Shipping Rings in 1906.

The letter reads ‘I hope you 
will forgive me when you find 

that the object of this letter is to 
ask whether you could possibly 

spare Mr Webster from the 
beginning of October to act as 

one of my private secretaries. 
I do not for a moment suggest 

that he should entirely give 
up his work in the Royal 

Commission on Shipping Rings, 
but I think, if you agree, that he 
might arrive at an arrangement 

for sharing his service’. He 
continues to explain that 

he has lost one of his own 
secretaries and suggests that 
this move would be good for 

Webster’s career and goes on 
to recommend a barrister called 

James Wylie to help Webster in 
the work of the Commission. 

£200 per month 
over 10 months

up his work in the Royal 
Commission on Shipping Rings, 

but I think, if you agree, that he 
might arrive at an arrangement 

for sharing his service’. He 
continues to explain that 

he has lost one of his own 
secretaries and suggests that 
this move would be good for 

Webster’s career and goes on 
to recommend a barrister called 

James Wylie to help Webster in 
the work of the Commission. 

01303 
278137
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COL2679  £495

COL2679A  £495

DEFINITIVES

COMMEMORATIVES

COLLECTIONS OF THE MONTH

Fantastic collection of definitive covers from 1937 through 
to the early 2000s from the reigns of King George VI & 
Queen Elizabeth II. This vast collection of first day covers 
includes the 1937 Coronation, WWII Channel Island issues 
& bisects, 1950s regionals, colour changes, coils, phosphor 
issues, high values, first decimal values, se-tenant panes 
& booklets, perforation changes and the first millennium 

definitive. We will even include an 1890 Jubilee cover as a 
bonus. Over 90 covers in total with the majority illustrated 
from a wide range of producers. 

There is over £1200 worth of retail value here but to save 
our time cataloguing it all during this busy period we are 
offering it as one collection at the bargain price of £495.

definitive. We will even include an 1890 Jubilee cover as a 

COL2679  £495COL2679  £495COL2679  £495

Excellent collection of commemorative covers from 1973 
through to the early 2000s. Over 160 illustrated covers 
from a mix of different producers, including a large range 
of thematic issues from the reign of Queen Elizabeth II. 
This extensive collection of first day covers includes many 

officials plus connected special postmarks & a few CDS 
postmarks too.

There is over £2500 worth of catalogue value here but to 
save our time cataloguing it all during this busy period we 
are offering it as one collection at the bargain price of £495. 

COL2679A  £495COL2679A  £495

£49.50 per month over 10 months

£99 per month over 5 months

CALL US ON

01303 278137
EMAIL US
betty@buckinghamcovers.com

e-mail
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TCS1158B £99.95

TCS1158A £34.99

FALKLANDS CONFLICT

TCS1158 £175TCS1158 £175

40th anniversary set of sixteen pure 
silver plated coins depicting specially 
commissioned illustrations by prominent 
military artist David Pentland of the 
key events & battles of the conflict. 
This limited edition set includes the 
landings at Carlos Bay, Operation 
Black Buck, and the Capture of 
Port Stanley. Your collection will be 
presented in the special edition 
collectors pack which displays 
attractively and ensures they 
remain in perfect condition. 

FRONT

INSIDE

£25 per month over 7 months

TCS1158A £34.99

40th anniversary set of 
three silver plated coins with 

beautiful full colour illustrations 
showing soldiers in Port Stanley, 

the Royal Navy fleet at sea, 
and troops in combat. 

The reverse of each 
coin shows a 
detailed map 
of the Falklands 

inscribed over 
with the names 

of key battles such 
as Goose Green & San 

Carlos Bay.

TCS1158B £99.95
40th anniversary set of sixteen .999 silver plated commemorative coins featuring unique artwork be leading military 
artist David Pentland. The collection takes you through the timeline of the conflict from the invasion in April to the 
return of SS Canberra in July. The reverse of each coin shows a detailed map of the Falklands inscribed over with 
the names of key battles such as Goose Green & San Carlos Bay. Your set will be supplied in an official collector’s 
pack which will display fantastically and keep your collection in pristine condition.

FRONT

INSIDE
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TCS1161B £74.99

TCS1161A £74.99

TCS1160 £149.99

TCS1159 £99.95TCS1159 £99.95

WWII tanks set of five coins impressively 
plated in 24 carat gold. Your collection 
will include the iconic Matilda Mark II, 
Valentine Mark II, Churchill Mark VII, 
Sherman Firefly, and Cromwell Mark 
IV. These official limited edition sets 
show each tank raised in front of a 

view finder set in colourful hand painted enamel, whilst the 
reverse features the Bovington Tank Museum Logo. Your set 
will arrive in the official Tank Museum collector’s folder.FRONT

INSIDE

TCS1161A £74.99

Lancaster set of four coins stunningly plated 
in 24 carat gold. This limited edition from 
the History of the RAF collection features 
artwork from renowned aviation artist Alex 
Hamilton; showing his Blue Sky Conqueror, 
The Dambusters, Fire-Storm, and Bomber 
Force paintings. The obverse features the 
RAF insignia above a fleet of RAF aircraft. 
Your set will be safely sent to you in the 
official RAF collectors folder. 

Spitfire set of four coins luxuriously 
plated in 24 carat gold. This limited 
edition from the History of the RAF 

collection features artwork from 
renowned aviation artist Alex Hamilton; 
showing his Champion of the Air, Flying 

Force, In Stormy Skies, and Battle of 
Britain paintings. The obverse features 
the RAF insignia above a fleet of RAF 
aircraft. Your set will be safely sent to 

you in the official RAF collectors folder.

Poppy set of 13 coins produced 
alongside veteran charity Combat Stress. 

A moving tribute to our Armed Forces 
featuring specially designed images by 
distinguished wartime artist Jacqueline 
Hurley. There are twelve standard size 

coins, six of each plated in .999 silver and 
24 carat gold, plus a superb larger coin 

in 24 carat gold to complete your set.

INSIDE

FRONT

INSIDE

WWII
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TCS1163 £149.95

TCS1161C £39.99

REACH FOR THE SKIES

TCS1161 £39.99

TCS1161C £39.99

Vulcan set of four coins fully 
plated in .999 silver. This limited 

edition from the History of the RAF 
collection features artwork from 

renowned aviation artist Alex 
Hamilton; showing his Blue Steel, 
Guard of Honour, First Flight and 
The Long Journey paintings. The 

obverse features the RAF insignia 
above a fleet of RAF aircraft. Your 
set will be safely sent to you in the 

official RAF collectors folder.

FRONT

INSIDE

Eurofighter Typhoon set of four coins fully 
plated in .999 silver. This limited edition from 
the History of the RAF collection features 
artwork from renowned aviation artist Alex 
Hamilton; showing his Ascent to the Skies, 
Escorting the Bear, Fast & Low, and Fully 
Loaded paintings. The obverse features the 
RAF insignia above a fleet of RAF aircraft. 
Your set will be safely sent to you in the 
official RAF collectors folder. 

FRONT

INSIDE

Concorde 50th 
anniversary set of 

eight coins in 24 carat 
gold plate, issued by 

the Solomon Islands in 
2019. This supersonic 

set celebrates key 
images of Concorde 

including the Sonic 
Boon, Delta Wing, 
Taking Flight, and 

Droop Snoot. Your 
limited edition set 
will be supplied in 

an official Concorde 
50 Gold Edition 

collectors folder. 

FRONT

INSIDE

CLOSE UP 
OF COIN
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TCS978M  £75TCS978S  £15
Loki 44mm commemorative coin plated in 
24-carat gold. The reverse is bought to life by 
Loki on raised metal and in full colour whilst the 
Obverse features the official Marvel Comic logo.

TCS978A  £11.99TCS978A  £11.99

TCS978G  £70

MARVEL

TCS978BB  £15
Spiderman 32mm .999 silver plated 
medal. The reverse depicts Spiderman in 
a ‘chibi’ or shortened illustration whilst the 
observe shows the Marvel Comic logo. 

TCS978G  £70
Guardians of The 
Galaxy ‘Antique 
Gold’ coin collection 
featuring your favorite 
eight characters 
including Star Lord, 
Groot, Drax & Rocket  

FRONT

INSIDE

TCS978H  £30
Thanos official Marvel folder including his 44mm 24 carat 
gold plated coin and limited edition Marvel stamps

Jurassic Park 38mm .999 silver plated 
medal. The obverse shows an embossed 
T-Rex whilst the reverse shows the iconic 
Jurassic Park logo & 25th anniversary 
wording.

Marvel Medal Collection housed in a metal tin. Five .999 
silver plated commemorative medal featuring: Spiderman, 
Iron Man, Captain America, Hulk & Thor. Product is officially 

licensed by Marvel and includes a numbered certificate.

FRONT

INSIDE
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TCS978V  £75

TCS978U  £75

TCS978T  £75

TCS978Q  £75

MARVEL

FRONT

INSIDE

TCS978N  £75

Spider-Man was first introduced in 1962 after 
being created by Stan Lee. This set of six .999 gold 

plated ingots feature the iconic comic books 
Amazing Fantasy: Spider Man, Escape Impossible, 

Spider-Man Wanted, Just A Man Called Cage, 
The Green Goblin Strikes, & The Ghost That 

Haunted Octopus. Each ingot measures 40x60mm 
and are supplied in the official Marvel folder.

TCS978Q  £75

FRONT

INSIDE

Thor was first released in 1962 by creator Stan Lee. 
This set of six .999 gold plated ingots feature the 
iconic comic books When Meet The Immortals, The 
Battleground Earth, To Wake The Mangog, The Way 
It Was, Beware If This Be Ragnarok & The Hammer 
Strikes. Each ingot measures 40x60mm and are 
supplied in the official Marvel folder. 

FRONT

INSIDE

Captain America was first introduced in 1941 by creators 
Joe Simon & Jack Kirby. This set of six .999 gold plated ingots 

feature the iconic comic books Slave of the Skull, Cap 
Goes Wild, Bust-Out, Cap’s Back, The Thing From The Black 

Hole Star & Screamer In The Brain. Each ingot measures 
40x60mm and are supplied in the official Marvel folder.

TCS978U  £75

INSIDE

FRONT

Iron Man was created by Stan Lee and first released in 1963. 
This set of six .999 gold plated ingots showcases his classic 
comics including Black Widow Strikes Again, Night Walk, Why 
Must There Be An Iron Man, Confrontation: Part One, Moon 
Wars & The Hammer Strikes. Each ingot measures 40x60mm 
and are supplied in the official Marvel folder.

TCMAG09

and are supplied in the official Marvel folder.

WARREN HOUSE, SHEARWAY ROAD, FOLKESTONE, KENT CT19 4BF  WARREN HOUSE, SHEARWAY ROAD, FOLKESTONE, KENT CT19 4BF  

Hulk was first shown in 1962 having been created by 
Stan Lee. This set of six .999 gold plated ingots feature 

some of his best comics including Where Walk The 
Immortals, This Monster Unleashed, A Refuge Divided, 

Shanghaid In Space, Holocaust At The Heart Of The 
Atom & Jarella’s World. Each ingot measures 40x60mm 

and are supplied in the official Marvel folder.

FRONTINSIDE
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TCS915  £5

TCS914  £5

TCS908  £35

TCS1050  £10

R2D2  £15

MARVEL

R2D2  £15

A build-your-own 
R2-D2, perfect for all 
Star Wars fans, big 
or small. Complete 
with the eight special 
Star Wars stamps that 
were released in 2017.

TCS1050  £10

2019 Marvel stamp 
sheet of the full 
set of ten 1st class 
values & labels.

TCS908  £35
Marvel Art Collectors Set showcasing the 
artwork of Marvel artist Alan Davis, in a 12” 
album sleeve style presentation. Includes full 
set of 10 stamps, miniature sheet and 10x 12” 
frameable prints.

01303
278137

TCS914  £5

FRONT
INSIDE

2019 Marvel Spiderman booklet. The perfect 
stocking filler for the grandchildren which 
features the original story, a spiderman 
postcard & stamp.TCS915  £5

FRONT

INSIDE

2019 Marvel Hulk booklet, like the 
Spiderman set but featuring the 
Hulk so don’t make him angry by 
not buying this one too.

HARRY POTTER

FRONT

TCS978W  £124.95

INSIDE

Officially licensed 12 part Harry Potter coin 
collection. Legal tender coins plated in .999 silver 

and bring to life your favourite character in full 
colour using original film artwork. It also includes 
the silver plated Hogwarts Crest coin & 24-carat 
gold plated Golden Snitch coin. Everything will 

come safely housed in the collector album.
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TCS966E  £19.95 TCS966F  £19.95

TCS966  £34.99

TCS966D  £15

2014 £2 Battle of the 
Falklands Centenary, 
uncirculated. 

TCS966D  £15

FRONT

BACK

FALKLANDS

OUTSIDE

INSIDE

1974 Set uncirculated, the first coins 
minted specifically for the islands.

TCS966B  £19.95

Current issue set 1p, 2p, 
5p, 10p, 20p, 50p, £1 & £2, 
uncirculated.

WEBSITE
www.buckinghamcovers.com

web

FRONT

BACK

TCS966C  £17.50

£5 Falklands Islands banknote, 
uncirculated.

2021 50p Penguins coins set I, uncirculated. 2021 50p Penguins coins set II, uncirculated.
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HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT OUR EMAIL NEWSLETTERS YET?
Exclusive Offers - Rare Autographs - Specialist Covers!

What do YOU want to hear about? Get priority news & special offers about just what interests YOU straight to your inbox!
Signed covers, rare GB FDC, new issue covers, bargain offers, online magazine access or just a round-up of the latest news from Buckingham 
Covers. Whatever you want to hear about we’ve got it covered. 

Visit www.buckinghamcovers.com/family to find out 
what you’ve been missing out on!

Gibraltar

TCS1169  £19.95

TCS1169C  £9.95

TCS1169F  £17.50

TCS1169A  £14.95

TCS1169D  £4.99

TCS1169B  £12.50

TCS1169E  £7.50

2010 £5 The Rock coin, 
uncirculated

2017 50p Referendum 50th 
anniversary, uncirculated

2021 £2 Christmas (Barbary 
Macaque & The Rock), uncirculated

2013 £3 Treaty of Utrecht 300th 
anniversary

2020 20p Dolphin & The Rock, 
uncirculated

2017 £1 Referendum 50th 
anniversary, uncirculated

2021 50p William & Kate Royal 
Wedding 10th anniversary, 
uncirculated

TCS1169  £19.95

TCS1169F  £17.50

TCS1169A  £14.95 TCS1169B  £12.50

FRONT

FRONT

FRONT

FRONT

FRONT

FRONT

FRONT

BACK

BACK

BACK

BACK

BACK

BACK

BACK

FRONT FRONTFRONT

TCS1169C  £9.95 BACK TCS1169E  £7.50 BACK

2018 Banknote 
replica of the 10/- 
1934 produced 
for the 2018 

World Tourism celebrations, unlike 
other replicas this was officially 
issued by the Government of 
Gibraltar & holds a legal tender 
value of 50p

TCS1169D  £4.99 BACK

2018 Banknote 
replica of the 10/- 
1934 produced 
for the 2018 

World Tourism celebrations, unlike 
other replicas this was officially other replicas this was officially 
issued by the Government of 
Gibraltar & holds a legal tender 
value of 50p

World Tourism celebrations, unlike 
other replicas this was officially 

FRONT

BACK

TCS1169G  
£4.95
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BP213  £300

BP178  £90

BP211  £350

BP215  £300

BP212  £300

BP216  £350

BP178  £90
Caricature 
envelope front 
with 29th July 
1894 Chelmsford 
postmark

BP212  £300

BP211  £350

Water colour illustrated envelope with 
10th October 1904 Burnley CDS, very fine

Pair of 1841 2d blues miscut stamps but was still postmarked, very 
unusual! It went on quite the journey with numerous backstamps 
including Staplehurst & Northiam

BP213  £300

BP216  £350

BP215  £300

Paper lace ladies envelope with 1d red, with 23rd July 
1842 Whitehaven backstamp, very fine

Three 1d reds each cancelled by a Maltese Cross postmark, 
addressed to Suffolk with 10th June 1843 backstamp

Windover’s Carriage Works London & Huntingdon 
advertising envelope with 1d red, plate 192, and 25th 

October 1877 Hemel Hempstead backstamp, superb cover

POSTAL HISTORY

£100 per month over 3 months

£50 per month over 6 months

£35 per month over 10 months

£50 per month over 6 months

£87.50 per month over 4 months

01303 
278137
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BP180  £160

BP177  £300

BP210  £350

PH0002  £300

BP182  £300

BP183  £160

PH0001  £150
PH0002  £300

1d Mulready used letter sheet addressed 
to Caxton with 8th April 1841 Caxton arrival 

postmark, plus 6th April Cambridge on reverse

BP177  £300

Caricature cover of William Gladstone 
wielding an executioners axe with the victims 
head replaced with a Queen Victoria penny 
pink stamp. Cancelled by a 7th May 1885 
London CDS & SW 28 duplex

BP180  £160
Schultze Gunpowder Advertising envelope with 9th January 
1898 cancel, addressed to King Street Sterling on the front

FRONT

BP183  £160

BP182  £300

BP210  £350

1840 1d Mulready 
mint envelope 

Pair of 1841 2d blues, initials OF & OG, addressed to Nottingham 
but with mis-sent to Sheffield mark applied, eventually got to right 
destination with 12th April 1851 Sheffield backstamp

1d Penny Ochre fiscal stamp (SGF2) on envelope 
addressed to Mrs Bristowe in Jersey

American Exchange in Europe illustrated envelope 
with Queen Victoria 2 1/2d (SG157) with 15th June 

1881 Charing Cross postmark. Addressed to Paris 
with 16th June arrival backstamp. Unusual illustration

£40 per month over 4 months

£50 per month 
over 6 months

£30 per month 
over 10 months

£87.50 per month over 4 months

£75 per month over 4 months

£40 per month 
over 4 months

£25 per month 
over 6 months

EMAIL US
betty@buckinghamcovers.com

e-mail
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FC560E  £200
1966 World Cup 6th January Kensington 7.15pm 

timed slogan (day & time of the draw), World Cup 
set with 30th July Final postmark, Ron Antinoris cover

FC560E  £200£50 per month 
over 4 months

1966 World Cup

TCS1104  £12.95

FC560F  £200

TCS1104D  £4.95

TCS1104B  £4.95

FC560Q  £250

TCS1104C  £4.95

TCS1104A  £12.95

TCS1104  £12.95

TCS1104B  £4.95

Hungary, mint

1966 World Cup & Wembley FDI, 1964 Monaco FIFA 
stamp & 30th July Final postmark, Ron Antinoris 
double postmarked cover

USSR, used

Ras Al Khaima, used

1966 World Cup Opening Day/England v Uruguay 
matchday with 11th July England v Uruguay postmark, 
also a Harrow & Wembley FDI from England Winners 
date but it is the 4d from first set not overprint as PO 
had already run out of stock, Ron Antinoris cover

Poland miniature 
sheet, mint

TCS1104C  £4.95
Aden, used

TCS1104D  £4.95
USSR, used

WARREN HOUSE, SHEARWAY ROAD, FOLKESTONE, KENT CT19 4BF   

FC560Q  £250

double postmarked cover

1966 World Cup Opening Day/England v Uruguay 
matchday with 11th July England v Uruguay postmark, 
also a Harrow & Wembley FDI from England Winners 
date but it is the 4d from first set not overprint as PO 
had already run out of stock, Ron Antinoris cover

FC560F  £200

£50 per month over 5 months

£20 per month 
over 10 months
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TCS1108A  
£4.95

TCS1108  £14.95

WORLD STAMPS

TCS1103  £75

WORLD STAMPS

1929 Vatican, their first stamp issue.

TCS1105  £9.95
50 different scout stamps, worldwide used.

TCS1108  £14.95 1949 USSR Resorts, used. 

1982 USSR 60th 
anniversary miniature 
sheet, mint.

TCS1109  
£19.95

1965 ITU Egypt, 
unmounted mint.

01303 
278137

TCS1105  £9.95TCS1105  £9.95
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TCS961B  
£12.50

TCS961A  £7.50

PH665A  £100PH665A  £100

£25 per month for 4 months

1922-23 German hyperinflation stamp sheets, our choice of ten different 
complete sheets of mint stamps all with original gum. 

TCS961A  £7.50

£25 per month for 4 months

CALL US ON

01303 278137

1943 General Government unmounted mint set of 12.

1940 General 
Government unmounted 

mint set of 9 (smaller 
21x16mm size).

TCS961C  £50

1940 General Government unmounted mint set of 15.

TCS961D  
£7.50

1940 General 
Government set 
of 12 on sheet, 
each stamp 
cancelled by 
a 1944 Krakau 
postmark.
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TCS812
£100

TCS816
£35

TCS815
£35

TCS811  £50

TCS814  £20

TCS813  £150

1935 Winter Olympics set of 
3 unmounted mint stamps. 
Catalogues at £80

1936 Olympics pair of unused postal 
stationary cards

1936 Olympics set of 
8 unmounted mint 
stamps. Catalogues 
at £160

1936 Olympics pair of unmounted mint miniature 
sheets. Catalogues at £350

GERMAN  STAMPS AND POSTAL STATIONERY

£50 per month over 3 months

TCS811  £50

1936 Olympics set of 
8 unmounted mint 
stamps. Catalogues 
at £160

TCS815
£35

TCS813  £150

TCS814  £20

1942 Nazi set of 
12 unmounted 
mint stamps. 
Catalogues at £55

1942 Party Official set of 11 
unmounted mint stamps. 
Catalogues at £60

ALL OFFERED 
BELOW 

CATALOGUE 
VALUE
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GERMAN

TCS1106  £24.95

TCS1106A  £9.95

TCS718E  £50

TCS1106B  £9.95

TCS1107  £24.95

TCS1106C  
£19.95

50 different German Empire 
Hyperinflation stamps

Hyperinflation set 332-337, 
unmounted mint

15 German Weimar 
Republic banknotes

Hyperinflation set 301-312, 
unmounted mint

Weimar Republic set 140-153, hinged

Hyperinflation set 277-296, 
unmounted mint

TCS1106  £24.95
50 different German Empire 

TCS1106  £24.95TCS1106  £24.95TCS1106  £24.95TCS1106  £24.95TCS1106  £24.95TCS1106  £24.95TCS1106  £24.95TCS1106  £24.95

TCS1106B  £9.95
TCS1106C  

£19.95
Hyperinflation set 277-296, 

TCS1107  £24.95

TCS1106A  £9.95

Hyperinflation set 332-337, 
unmounted mint 01303

278137

EMAIL US
betty@buckinghamcovers.com

e-mail
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TCS960  £25

TCS961  £25

TCS1128  £30

TCS960A  £12.50

TCS962  £50

TCS960  £25

TCS961  £25

TCS1128  £30

1943 Armed Forces 
& Heroes Day set of 
12 unmounted mint

1941-43 General 
Government Hitler set 
of 15 unmounted mint 

1941 Italian-Germany 
Friendship set of six 
unmounted mint 
Italian stamps

1937 Air Protection League Civil 
Defence set of three, unmounted 

mint German stamps

1937 Hitler’s 48th Birthday 
perforated souvenir sheet 
with special Berlin ‘Fuhrers 

Geburtstag’ postmark, 
unmounted mint

01303
278137
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TCS430C  £80

Commemoratives 1953 
Coronation to 1970 Christmas

WARREN HOUSE, SHEARWAY ROAD, FOLKESTONE, KENT CT19 4BF  TCMAG09

Remember saying mint or fresh mint does not mean they are not 
hinged. All these offers are unmounted mint

COMPLETE UNMOUNTED MINT GB  COLLECTIONS

We offer Commemoratives from 1924 Wembley to 1951 Festival 
excluding only the £1 PUC

Phos commemoratives 1962 NPY to 1967 Flowers.

TCS430A  £150

TCS430D  £200

ALL THREE LOTS £400

£80 per month over 5 months
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GB STAMPS

Comprising of the 1957 St Edwards Watermark set and 
the 1959 Phosphor Graphite set, a total of 22 stamps.

TCS611  £125

TCS613  £100

TCS612  £150

A mint spacefiller 
collection (so won’t be 

unmounted).

The two Jersey Arms and 
six views, plus the three 

Guernsey Arms and two 
values on Banknote Paper, a 

total of thirteen stamps.

TCS610  £80

Missing from many collections, 
the 1970, 1982 and 1994 issues, 
a total of 34 stamps.

Missing from many collections, 
the 1970, 1982 and 1994 issues, 
a total of 34 stamps.

1887 JUBILEE OF 
QUEEN VICTORIA

COMPLETE UNMOUNTED 
MINT 1950s GRAPHITE LINED 

WILDING COLLECTION

Unmounted Mint Channel Island Wartime 
Collection

COMPLETE UNMOUNTED 
MINT 1950s GRAPHITE LINED 

WILDING COLLECTION

UNMOUNTED 
MINT POSTAGE DUE

£25 per month 
over 5 months

£50 per month 
over 3 months

CALL US ON

01303 278137
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TCS629  £2500

TCS626  £1795

THE CLASSICS

Major events are not just marked 
by the GPO, countries around the 
Commonwealth also issue stamps 

in a similar style which make up an 
Omnibus Collection, we offer here only 

Superb unmounted mint collections. 

TCS626  £1795
1935 Silver Jubilee - 249 

values (ex Egypt Seal) 
from 62 countries. £359 per month over 5 months

£250 per month over 10 months

1948 Silver Wedding - 138 values from 
69 countries.

Don't forget that you 
can always use Flexi-
Pay to spread the cost of 
your covers. It's simple, 
flexible and INTEREST 

FREE. You can choose to spread 
the cost over up to 12 months, with 
a minimum monthly payment of 
£10 - the amounts shown above 
are just examples so an item at 
£250 could be split over 5 months 
instead of 2. Talk to any of our team 
to find a payment plan that suits 
you. We then hold your order safely 
for you. We prefer you to pay by 
credit or debit card for this service 
Call us on 01303 278137 or email us at 
betty@buckinghamcovers.com

FIND US ONLINE
www.buckinghamcovers.com

www
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TCS627  £125

£25 per month over 5 months

1937 Coronation - 202 
values from 57 counties.

TCS628  
£100

£50 per month over 2 months

1946 Victory - 164 
values from 62 

countries.

TCS630  £525£105 per month 
over 5 months

1949 Universal Postal Union - 310 values from 77 countries
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50p COINS - 2012 OLYMPICS

TCS700  £6

TCS700D  £5

TCS700H £6

TCS700GA £6

TCS700A £4

TCS700E £6

TCS700J £6

TCS700N £6

TCS700B £5

TCS700F £5

TCS700M £6

TCS700NA £6

TCS700C £4.50

TCS700G £8

TCS700L £3.50

TCS700P £5.50

Swimming

Equestrian

Sailing

Table Tennis

Cycling

Gymnastics

Pentathlon

Handball

Canoeing

Athletics

Rowing

Basketball

Boxing

Tennis

Archery

Taekwondo

TCS700  £6

TCS700D  £5

TCS700H £6

TCS700GA £6

TCS700A £4

TCS700E £6

TCS700J £6

TCS700N £6

TCS700B £5

TCS700F £5

TCS700M £6

TCS700NA £6

TCS700C £4.50

TCS700G £8

TCS700L £3.50

TCS700P £5.50

All coins sold in circulated condition
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TCS700Q  £4.50

TCS700U  £6.50

TCS700Y £5

TCS700R £8

TCS700V £4

TCS700Z £5

TCS700S £6.50

TCS700W £6

TCS700T £8

TCS700X £15

Fencing

Hockey

Weightlifting

Goalball

Volleyball

Boccia

Shooting

Wheelchair Rugby

Badminton

Judo

TCS700Q  £4.50

TCS700U  TCS700U  £6.50

TCS700Y £5

TCS700R £8

TCS700V £4

TCS700Z £5

TCS700S £6.50

TCS700W £6 TCS700X £15

50p COINS - 2012 OLYMPICS

This historic set contains five penny 
coins dated from each year of the First 
World War. These coins would make a 
lovely addition to sit alongside your 
wartime cover collection.

WWI SET

TCS827  £20

WWI Penny coins, set of five

All coins sold
in circulated condition

CALL US ON

01303 278137
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50p COINS

TCS701  £4 TCS701A £4

TCS701E £4

TCS701B £4

TCS701F £4

TCS701C £4

TCS823J £4

2016 Beatrix Potter 2016 Peter Rabbit

2017 Jeremy Fisher

2016 Squirrel Nutkin

2017 Benjamin Bunny

2016 Tiggy Winkle

2013 Christopher Ironside

TCS701  £4 TCS701A £4

TCS701E £4

TCS701B £4

TCS701F £4

TCS701C £4

TCS823J £4

TCS701D  £4 TCS701H  £4

TCS704A £3

TCS702 £3

TCS705 £3.50

TCS702A £3

TCS703 £3.50

TCS704 £3

TCS706 £3

2017 Tale of Peter Rabbit 2017 Tom Kitten

2010 Girl Guide Centenary

2006 VC Soldier

2015 Battle of Britain

2006 VC Medal 

2016 Battle of Hastings

2007 Scouting Centenary

2016 Olympics Team GB

TCS701D  £4 TCS701H  £4

TCS704A £3

TCS702 £3

TCS705 £3.50

TCS702A £3

TCS703 £3.50

TCS704 £3

TCS706 £3

All coins sold in circulated condition
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SD07  £200

TCS823D £7.50

2011 WWF

TCS823D £7.50

TCS823K £4

TCS701K £4

TCS823L £4

TCS823T £3

TCS823M £4

TCS701M £7.50

TCS823R  £5

2018 Paddington Bear - 
Train Station

2018 Tailor of Gloucester 

2018 Paddington Bear - 
Buckingham Palace

2020 Diversity 2018 Flopsy Bunny 

2019 Sherlock Holmes

TCS823K £4

TCS701K £4

TCS823L £4

TCS823T £3

TCS823M £4

TCS701M £7.50

TCS823R  £5

50p COINS

TCS823KA  £4

TCS823A £3

TCS823E £5

TCS823B £3

TCS823F £3

TCS823C £3

2019 Paddington 
Bear - St Pauls

2005 Samuel 
Johnson Dictionary

1998 NHS

2004 Roger Bannister

2013 Benjamin Britten

2000 Libraries 

TCS823KA  £4

TCS823A £3

SD07  £200

TCS823B £3

TCS823F £3

SD07  £200

TCS823C £3

TCS823LA  £4

2019 Paddington Bear - 
Tower of London

All coins sold in circulated condition

TCS823H £3.50

1973 EEC

TCS823H £3.50
2018 Representation 

of the People Act
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£2 COINS

All coins sold in circulated condition

TCS631  £4.95

TCS631D  £7.50

TCS631H  £7.50

TCS631M  £7.50TCS631B  £7.50

TCS631F  £7.50

TCS631K  £7.50

TCS631UA  £12.50

TCS631A  £7.50

TCS631E  £7.50

TCS631J  £7.50

TCS631UD  £12.50TCS631U  £12.50

TCS631G  £7.50

TCS631L  £7.50

TCS631C  £7.50

2007 Act of the Union

2001 Marconi wireless

2005 End of WWII

2014 WWI Lord Kitchener2007 Abolition of
the Slave Trade

2016 WWI Army

2012 Charles Dickens

1989 Bill of Rights, 
uni-metallic coin

2010 Florence Nightingale

2009 Robert Burns

2014 Trinity House 

1995 End of WWII,
uni-metallic coin

1986 Commonwealth 
Games , uni-metallic coin

2004 Richard Trevithick 
Steam Loco

2009 Charles Darwin

2013 Golden Guinea

TCS631  £4.95

TCS631D  £7.50

TCS631H  £7.50

TCS631M  £7.50TCS631B  £7.50

TCS631F  £7.50

TCS631K  £7.50

TCS631UA  £12.50

TCS631A  £7.50

TCS631E  £7.50

TCS631J  £7.50

TCS631UD  £12.50TCS631U  £12.50

TCS631G  £7.50

TCS631L  £7.50

TCS631C  £7.50
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1939 - 1945 GERMAN WWII STAMPS

If you are hunting for something different 
to add to your collection then look no 
further than our fascinating set of German 
World War Two stamps. 

This historical collection of unmounted 
mint stamps have a tremendous variety 
of designs including prominent German 
figures and technological achievements. 
They offer an intriguing insight into the 
German culture during the wartime years 
and highlight how stamps could be used 
for propaganda purposes in a bid to rally 
the home front. 

The full set can be yours for only £600, 
and considering the set of unmounted 
mint stamps catalogues at £995, our price 
offers excellent value for money. 

£200 per month for 3 monthsTCS676  £600



TCS817  £5

TCS334E  £25

TCS1000  £99.99

TCS1135  £4.95

TCS1172  £50

TCS1131  
£75

TCS425  £13.75

WARREN HOUSE, SHEARWAY ROAD, FOLKESTONE, KENT CT19 4BF  
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TCS817  £5

TCS425  £13.75

TCS1000  £99.99TCS1000  £99.99

TCS334E  £25 TCS1131  
£75

TCS1000  £99.99TCS1000  £99.99TCS1000  £99.99TCS1000  £99.99TCS1000  £99.99

POSTAL HISTORY

100g Kiloware. These varied 
sets comprise of a mix of mainly 

GB QEII commemoratives & 
definitives with some world 
stamps too. These are used 
stamps so cannot be used 
for postage. There may be 
some minor duplication 
of stamps when buying 
larger quantities.

50 different worldwide airmail stamps. Lovely 
mix of stamps with some great designs from 
across the globe.

1957 Scouts Poster Stamps in 
their original booklet, these 
were originally sold at the 
Jamboree held that year in 
Sutton Coldfield to mark the 
50th anniversary of Scouting.

Guy Gibson WWII pilot flying log book. An exact 
reproduction of Guy Gibsonís RAF Pilotís Flying Logbook 
which records from 15th November 1940 to 16th 
September 1944, a very interesting military & historical 
read. Wing Commander Guy Gibson was a distinguished 
bomber pilot & as the first Commanding Officer of 617 
Squadron he led the Dambusters Raid for which he was 
awarded the Victoria Cross. He completed over 170 
operations before dying in action at the age of 26. 

Charles Dickens A 
Tribute to Genius 1d 

label produced for the 
centenary of his birth.

Canadian postcard 
produced by 

J.C.Wilson & Co as 
advertising patriotic 

postcards with 
Anglo-Saxon Gloria 

Mundi illustration.

1937 
Coronation 
complete 
sheet of all 
60 Parkshaw 
labels 
produced 
for the royal 
occasion

01303 
278137

Flexi-pay available
on all items!

Please note: Orders will not be sent out until payment in full 
is received.
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TCS785  £25

TCS489  £35

TCS505  £10

TCS1985  £19.95

TCS1174  £10

TCS1162  £25

TCS951  £7.50

1948 Olympic ticket. 
We have several tickets 
available from different 
events, please note you 
may not receive the 
exact one illustrated

1945 Guernsey souvenir 
presentation pack with 
the three stamps issued 

during the German 
Occupation.

Alice in Wonderland set 
of four stamps. These 
‘Cinderella’ stamps are 
always popular and some 
collectors specialise in 
nothing else. 

2012 Olympics ticket. 
We have a few tickets 

available from different 
events, please note you 

may not receive the 
exact one illustrated.

Elizabeth Line limited edition Oyster card including 
£5 credit to use! This is only the fifth limited edition 
Oyster card ever released following events such as 
the 2012 Olympics & 2011 Royal Wedding.

Bahrain airletter sheet, 
mint condition

Berlin Wall genuine piece 
supplied in an acrylic display 
measuring 75x32mm. Your 
chance to own an iconic 
part of history.

TCS521  £29.95TCS521  £29.95
Elvis Presley Commemorative Set from USA including a 
1993 Elvis stamp, 2015 Elvis pane of stamps & a unique 
metallic gold Elvis cachet on 2015 stamp, all housed in 
an official US Postal Service slipcase.

TCS785  £25
1948 Olympic ticket. 
We have several tickets 
available from different 
events, please note you 
may not receive the 
exact one illustrated

TCS1162  £25

Campo Del Cielo Meteorite 
piece between 8-10mm size. 

This is from a series of iron 
meteorites which hit in 

modern day Argentina 
and are estimated 

to be four to five 
thousand years 

old. The craters 
were first reported to the 

general public in 1576.
Side View

Front View

Front

Front

Back

Inside

TCS1174  £10

Bahrain airletter sheet, 
mint condition

TCS603  £12.95
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PHQ CARDS

STP021A  £15

STP037A  £15.95

STP032  £26.95

STP033  £24.95

STP028A  £16.95

STP035A  £14.95 STP038A  £14.95

STP032A  £16.95

STP033A  £16.95

2013 Doctor Who set of six

2020 Star Trek set of six miniature 
sheet stamps

2018 Harry Potter set 
of ten

2019 Marvel set of ten

2018 Game of Thrones set of five

2020 James Bond set of four 
miniature sheet stamps

2021 Only Fools and Horses set of 
four miniature sheet stamps

2018 Harry Potter set of five miniature 
sheet stamps

2019 Marvel set of five miniature 
sheet stamps

STP037A  £15.95

STP028A  £16.95

STP035A  £14.95 STP038A  £14.95

STP032A  £16.95STP021A  £15

STP037A  £15.95STP037A  £15.95

STP021A  £15STP021A  £15

STP037A  £15.95STP037A  £15.95

STP028A  £16.95STP028A  £16.95

STP035A  £14.95STP035A  £14.95 STP038A  £14.95STP038A  £14.95

STP032A  £16.95STP032A  £16.95

STP033A  £16.95

STP032A  £16.95STP032A  £16.95

STP032  £26.95

 @BuckinghamCover

 @BuckinghamCovers1

@BuckinghamCovers1
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CALL US ON

01303 278137
EMAIL US
betty@buckinghamcovers.com

e-mail

Find us online at: www.buckinghamcovers.com
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STP039  £27.95

STP020A  
£8.50

2021 DC Comics set of twelve

2005 The Ashes 
miniature sheet 
overprinted in 
2013 with Ashes 
Hat-Trick details

STP039A  £15.95

STP029  £25

2021 DC Comics set of six miniature 
sheet stamps

2012 Olympics mint miniature sheets colour error- GMW01 
Helen Glover & Heather Stanning (lighter green error) and 
GMW18 Jason Kenny (lighter yellow error) - inlcludes error 
& correct examples for comparison

STP040  £24.95

STP031W  £9.95

2022 Rolling Stones set of eight 

2018 Royal Wedding, mint miniature sheet supplied in a special folder with our two official sponsored postmarks 
printed inside

2022 Rolling Stones 
set of four miniature 
sheet stamps

STP040  £24.95STP040  £24.95STP040  £24.95STP040  £24.95

STAMP SPECIALS

STP029  £25

STP031W  £9.95

Front

Inside

2022 Rolling Stones 
set of four miniature 
sheet stamps

STP040A  
£15.95
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1983 SPACE SHUTTLE
OWN A COVER THAT
HAS BEEN FLOWN 

IN SPACE!

This is a truly fantastic piece of space memorabilia which is supplied in a special presentation folder. Working in 
conjunction with the US Post Service, STS-8 carried 260,000 covers all with a $9.35 stamp which were made available 
for sale to collectors. The goal was to create a highly collectable item which had been carried into space, but at an 
affordable price for all. There is no doubt that this stand out collectable would make a wonderful addition to your 
collection or as a perfect gift for friends and family.

The cover is supplied in a special presentation folder

STS-8 was the eighth Space 
Shuttle mission and third of the 

Challenger shuttle. Commander 
Richard Truly led the five man 
crew which included the first 

African-American astronaut, Guion 
Bluford. The mission was a success 

and achieved its research and 
scientific objectives, including 

the environmental testing of new 
hardware intended for future 
spacecraft and research into 

‘space sickness’. 

Did you know?

£30 per month for 2 monthsSP(SH)001 £60

We run regular thematic Emails with exclusive offers
Visit www.buckinghamcovers.com/family to ensure you're not missing out

This superb 1983 Space Shuttle Challenger STS-8 cover was actually carried into space on board the Space Shuttle 
Challenger. It has been triple postmarked on the day of issue (14th August), the missions launch day (30th August), and 
the shuttles return day (5th September).

CHALLENGER STS-8
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YES PLEASE - I WOULD LIKE TO SPREAD THE LOAD OVER UP TO 12 MONTHS
I enclose . . . . .  cheques post dated for £. . . . . each
or please debit my card the sum of £. . . . .  every month for . . . . . months

(Minimum of £10 per month)
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I live in the UK (£15 per year)

I live outside the UK (£50 per year)

I am a Buckingham Club Member (FREE)

Subscribe me to the online magazines (FREE)
email address_______________________________

I enclose my cheque/ Postal Orders made out to 
Buckingham Covers for £ . . . 

ACCOUNT No (If Known)                        

NAME

ADDRESS

POST CODE               

TEL No:                      

Email:

EXPIRY DATE                                

SECURITY CODE*

SIGNATURE

Delivery Details            Payment Details

Alternatively you can call our small friendly Folkestone based Customer Service team (no call centres) on 01303 278137
RETURN TO: BUCKINGHAM COVERS WARREN HOUSE SHEARWAY ROAD FOLKESTONE KENT CT19 4BF

*Last 3 digits on back of card. 
We cannot process your
order without it.

BUCKINGHAM COVERS LTD, REGISTERED IN ENGLAND NO. 03877048 IS PART OF INTERNET STAMPS GROUP LTD, REGISTERED IN ENGLAND
NO. 03497867. REGISTERED OFFICE FOR BOTH: WARREN HOUSE, SHEARWAY RD, FOLKESTONE, KENT CT19 4BF, UK. TEL. 01303 278137.

Yes! I would like to subscribe to all your 
magazines, Cover Lover, Sale Magazine and 
special mini-mags, to guarantee I get every copy.

  I would like to pay by Credit / Debit card. I understand you 
will keep this number on a secure computer system and I 
authorise you charge it when my covers become available.

SPREAD PAYMENTS   If you want an expensive item, you don’t have to pay for it all at once. 
We will spread the payment up to 12 months without interest. But because we are growing so rapidly, 
we need to simplify our administration. We will either take the monthly payments off your credit card 
or if you would prefer to pay by cheque, we ask that you send cheques with your order, dated over 
the  consecutive months.

Do you enjoy our magazines?
Why not Subscribe?
If you are a serious about collecting, you need our magazines and you need 
them first. They are filled with the latest stock; old & new and the hottest news. 
To guarantee your copy, subscribe now.

Follow us on Twitter! @BuckinghamCover
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Like us at facebook.com/BuckinghamCovers1

Please do not send us your spare black boards!

 PAGE  ITEM QTY  CODE £ p
  

UK POST & PACKING UNDER £200  £2.95 PER SENDING
UK SPECIAL DELIVERY £200 AND OVER £7.50
OVERSEAS POST & PACKING UNDER £200 £.3.95 PER SENDING
OVERSEAS SPECIAL DELIVERY £200 AND OVER £9.95 PER SENDING  
TOTAL

Find out more about our clubs, visit www.buckinghamcovers.com/clubs  or call 01303 278137

Please contact me with details of these cover clubs (please tick):   

   Classic Club           Signed Club           Maritime Club           Rail Club           Flight Club

Please note, with older covers, you may receive a different 
illustration from the one depicted. Please let us know if you 
require the one shown.

Joining the Buckingham Premium Subscription Service
gives you a range of benefits including FREE UK postage.

Visit www.buckinghamcovers.com/premium
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STP137  £3500

STP137A  £3500

STP137B  £3500

£5 ORANGE
The first £5 Orange was not a postage stamp 

but issued to cover the cost of lengthy 
telegrams. Subsequently higher values 

including the £5 Orange ‘Telegraphs’ were 
added in 1877 but less than five years later 
in October 1881 the telegraph stamps were 

discontinued with the fees instead to be 
paid using regular postage stamps. As the 

highest value stamp at the time was only £1, 
a £5 postage stamp was issued by replacing 

the wording on the printing plate of the £5 
Telegraphs from ‘Telegraphs’ to ‘Postage’.

STP137  £3500 £350 per month over 10 months

£5 Orange very fine used with Manchester 
Accounts 16th October 1893 double ring CDS.

£350 per month 
over 10 months

£5 Orange very fine used with Maidstone 30th 
December 1902 double ring CDS.

STP137B  £3500

December 1902 double ring CDS.

£350 per month 
over 10 months

£5 Orange very fine used with West Central District 
Office 21st November 1892 double ring CDS.

Find us online at:
www.buckinghamcovers.com

 @BuckinghamCover

 @BuckinghamCovers1

@BuckinghamCovers1
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Want to spread the 
payments on these amazing 
covers? Don’t forget to ask 

about Flexi Pay! Call 01303 278137 
for full details.




